Anthropology

**Douglas Armstrong** - Maxwell Professor of Teaching Excellence, Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor for Teaching Excellence, Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**


“The Bankhus: Photographic Images and Material Expressions of Colonialism at a Danish Colonial Merchant’s House Compound, St. Thomas, Danish West Indies.” *Actas del 25to Congreso International de Arqueologia del Caribe. Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueño, el Centro de Estudios Avanzados de Puerto Rico y el Caribe y la Universidat de Puerto Rico, Recinto de Río Piedras*. 843-859. (with Alan D. Armstrong, Christian Williamson, and Lauren Silverstein)

**John Burdick** – Professor

**Article:**

**Book Review:**
A.H. Peter Castro – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Book Review:**

Christopher DeCorse – Professor

**Books:**


**Article:**

Azra Hromadzic – Assistant Professor

**Book:**

**Articles:**
“Where were they until now? Aging, Care, and Abandonment in a Bosnian Town.” Lead Article for a special issue of *Etnološka Tribina: The Journal of Croatian Ethnological Society.* 45(38): 3-29.

“A gđe su oni bili do sad?” Starenje, skrb i napuštanje u jednom bosanskom gradu. Etnološka tribina 45 (38): 30-57. (Translation of “Where were they until now? Aging, Care, and Abandonment in a Bosnian town Etnološka tribina: Godišnjak hrvatskog etnološkog društva).
Azra Hromadzic – Assistant Professor

Articles: (continued)


Deborah Pellow – Professor

Book Chapter:

Article:

Guido Pezzarossi – Assistant Professor

Book Chapter:

Robert Rubinstein – Professor

Articles:

Robert Rubinstein – Professor (continued)

Book Reviews:


Theresa Singleton – Associate Professor

Book:

Book Review:

John Townsend – Professor

Article:

Cecilia Van Hollen – Associate Professor

Article:

Blog:
Economics

Merima Ali – Part-Time Assistant Professor

Article:

Badi Baltagi – Distinguished Professor of Economics

Book:

Book Chapters:


Articles:


Badi Baltagi – Distinguished Professor of Economics

Articles: (continued)


Gary Engelhardt – Melvin A. Eggers Economics Faculty Scholar, Professor

Articles:


Jerry Evensky – Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor for Teaching Excellence, Professor

Book:

Book Chapters:

Alfonso Flores-Lagunes – Professor

Articles:


William Horrace – Melvin A. Eggers Economics Faculty Scholar, Professor

Articles:


Chihwa Kao – Professor

Article:

Jerry Kelly – Distinguished Professor

Articles:

Jeffrey Kubik – Associate Professor

Article:

Hugo Jales – Assistant Professor

Article:

Yoonseok Lee – Assistant Professor

Articles:


Devashish Mitra – Gerald B. and Daphne Cramer of Global Affairs and Professor

Book Review:

Jan Ondrich – Professor

Articles:

**Stuart Rosenthal** – Maxwell Advisory Board Professor of Economics, Professor

**Article:**

**Book Chapter:**

**Perry Singleton** – Associate Professor

**Article:**
Geography

Jacob Bendix – Associate Professor

Article:

Peng Gao – Associate Professor

Articles:


“Spurious correlation between event area-weighted suspended sediment yield and event mean runoff depth.” The Professional Geographer. 68(2): 261-270.

Matt Huber – Associate Professor

Book Chapters:

**Matt Huber** – Associate Professor (continued)

**Articles:**


**Book Review:**

**Natalie Koch** – Assistant Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**
“The violence of spectacle: Statist schemes to green the desert and constructing Astana and Ashgabat as urban oases.” *Social and Cultural Geography.* 16(6): 675-697.


Susan Millar – Associate Professor

Article:

Don Mitchell – Distinguished Professor

Book Chapters:


Articles:


Book Reviews:


Mark Monmonier – Distinguished Professor

Book:

Book Chapters:


Book Review:

Encyclopedia Articles:


Encyclopedia Articles: (continued)


Tom Perreault – Professor

**Book:**

**Book Chapters:**


**Article:**


Jane Read – Associate Professor

**Article:**


David Robinson – DellPlain Professor of Latin American Geography

**Book Review:**

Jonnell Robinson – Assistant Professor

**Book Chapters:**


**Jonnell Robinson** – Assistant Professor (continued)

**Articles:**


**Tod Rutherford** – Professor

**Article:**

**Farhana Sultana** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapters:**


**Article:**

**Book Review:**
**Robert Wilson** – Associate Professor

**Articles:**


“Graeme Wynn, Historical Geography, and Environmental History.” *Historical Geography.* 43: 185–187.

History

Alan Allport – Assistant Professor

Book:

Book Review:

Craige Champion – Associate Professor

Article:

Andrew Cohen – Associate Professor

Book:

Internet Article:

Albrecht Diem – Associate Professor

Book Chapters:


Albrecht Diem – Associate Professor (continued)

Book Review:

Jeffrey Gonda – Assistant Professor

Book:

Book Review:

Paul Hagenloh – Associate Professor

Book Chapters:


Samantha Herrick – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:
“Apostolic Founding Bishops and Their Rivals.” In *Espace sacré, mémoire sacrée: Le culte des évêques dans leurs villes (IVe-XXe siècle).* Turnhout: Brepols: 15-35.

Book Review:
Amy Kallander – Associate Professor

Book Reviews:


George Kallander – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:

Christopher Kyle – Associate Professor

Book:

Book Chapter:

Article:

Book Review:
Laurie Marhoefer – Assistant Professor

Book:

Article:

Op-Ed (publicly engaged scholarship, not peer reviewed):
“Kim Davis Poses a Modern Threat to Gay Rights” Syracuse.com September 15, 2015

Invited guest post on an academic web network that is important in my field (not peer reviewed):
“Was There a Backlash Against Weimar’s Sexual Politics?” Guest post, Weimar Studies Network. [https://weimarstudies.wordpress.com/2015/11/16/guest-post-was-there-a-backlash-against-weimars-sexual-politics/](https://weimarstudies.wordpress.com/2015/11/16/guest-post-was-there-a-backlash-against-weimars-sexual-politics/)

Dennis Romano – Dr. Walter Montgomery and Marian Gruber Professor

Book:

Martin Shanguhyia – Assistant Professor

Book:

Book Chapter:

Article:
“British War-Effort Programme and the Making of the Land Degradation Narrative in Colonial Western Kenya.” *Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History.* 16(2). (Online Only)

Encyclopedia Entry:
David Stam – University Librarian, Emeritus

Book Chapter:

Junko Takeda – O’Hanley Faculty Scholar, Associate Professor

Article:

Book Review:

Margaret Susan Thompson – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:
Lamis Abdelaaty – Assistant Professor

Written Commentary:

Mehrzad Boroujerdi – O’Hanley Faculty Scholar, Professor

Articles:


Keith Bybee – Paul E. and Hon. Joanne F. Alper ’72 Judiciary Studies Professor

Book Chapters:


Elizabeth Cohen – Associate Professor

Article:

Francine D’Amico – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:
**Gavan Duffy** – Associate Professor

**Article:**


---

**Colin Elman** – Professor

**Journal Symposia with Introductions:**


**Article:**


---

**Miriam Elman** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

Margarita Estevez-Abe – Associate Professor

Articles:


Chris Faricy – Assistant Professor

Book:


Shana Kushner Gadarian – Assistant Professor

Book:


Articles:


Dimitar Gueorguiev – Assistant Professor

Book Review:

Margaret Hermann – Gerald B. and Daphna Cramer Professor of Global Affairs

Monograph:

Seth Jolly – Assistant Professor

Book:

Article:

Thomas Keck – Michael O. Sawyer Chair of Constitutional Law and Politics, Associate Professor

Book Chapter:

Article:

Ralph Ketcham – Professor Emeritus

Book:

Book Chapters:
**Ralph Ketcham** – Professor Emeritus

**Book Chapters:** (continued)

**Audie Klotz** – Professor

**Book:**

**Daniel McDowell** – Assistant Professor

**Article:**
“Redback Rising: China's Bilateral Swap Agreements and RMB Internationalization.”
*International Studies Quarterly*. 59(3): 401-422. (with Steven Liao).

**Glyn Morgan** – Associate Professor

**Article:**
“Greece and the Limits of European Solidarity.” *Phenomenology and Mind*. 8: 50-65.

**Newspaper Article:**
“L'Europa puo salvarsi se diventa Americana” (Europe Can Save itself if it becomes like America) *Corriere della Sera* (12/28/2015).

**Yüksel Sezgin** – Assistant Professor

**Book:**

**Brian Taylor** – Professor

**Book Chapter:**
**Book Reviews:**


**Laurence Thomas** – Professor

**Article:**

“Human Survival vs. The Kantian Conception of the Self.” *Philosophy Study.* 5(3) 162-166.

**Danielle Thomsen** – Assistant Professor

**Article:**

Public Administration and International Affairs

Shena Ashley – Assistant Professor

Edited Book:

Book Chapters:


Articles:


William Banks – Board of Advisors Distinguished Professor

Book:

Book Chapters:

Robert Bifulco – Associate Professor

Book Chapters:


Article:

Stuart Brown – Professor

Book Chapter:

Article:

Leonard Burman – Paul Volcker Chair in Behavioral Economics

Book Chapter:

Articles:

Leonard Burman – Paul Volcker Chair in Behavioral Economics (continued)

Magazine Article:

Thomas Dennison – Professor of Practice

Article:

Catherine Gerard – Director of The Program for the Advancement of Research on Conflict and Collaboration (PARCC)

Co-Editor – Journal:

Article:

Sarah Hamersma – Associate Professor

Article:

Yilin Hou – Professor

Book (Editor):

Book Chapters:
Yilin Hou – Professor

**Book Chapters**: (continued)


**Articles**:


**Policy Report**:

W. Henry Lambright – Professor

**Book Chapter**:

**Articles**:

Jesse Lecy – Assistant Professor

Articles:


Minchin Lewis – Adjunct Professor

Articles:

“Urban Schools of Choice for Students Left Behind.” *PA TIMES Online,* September 1, 2015.

“Shared Services: Myth, Mirage, or Magic.” *PA TIMES Online,* May 22, 2015.

“Strengthening Social Equity: Robin Hood Joins ASPA.” *PA TIMES Online,* February 27, 2015.

Leonard Lopoo – Associate Professor

Articles:


John McPeak – Associate Professor

Articles:

John McPeak – Associate Professor (continued)

Brief:

Ines Mergel – Associate Professor

Book Chapters:


Articles:


Tina Nabatchi – Associate Professor

Books:
Tina Nabatchi – Associate Professor

Books: (continued)

Book Chapters:


Articles:


“Innovative Engagement Shows Promise: Going beyond conventional practices.” PM Magazine, August. (with Matt Leighninger and Daniel Schugurensky).

Renée de Nevers – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:
Renée de Nevers – Associate Professor (continued)

Articles:


David Popp – Professor

Book Chapter:

Article:

Research Summary:

Dana Radcliffe – Adjunct Professor

Article:

Sabina Schnell – Assistant Professor

Article:
“Mimicry, Persuasion, or Learning? The Case of Two Transparency and Anti-Corruption Policies in Romania.” Public Administration and Development. 35(4): 277-287.

Amy Ellen Schwartz – Moynihan Chair of Public Affairs, Professor

Book Chapter:
**Amy Ellen Schwartz** – Moynihan Chair of Public Affairs, Professor (continued)

**Articles:**


**Working Paper:**

**David Van Slyke** – Louis A. Bantle Chair in Business and Government Policy, Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Report:**

**Peter Wilcoxen** – Associate Professor

**Articles:**


**Policy Brief:**
**Douglas Wolf** – Gerald B. Cramer Professor of Aging Studies

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**


**Technical Paper:**
“Duration of mobility and self-care accommodations measures in the National Health and Aging Trends Study.” *NHATS Technical Paper #12, September*. (with V. Freedman and V. Mor).

**Project Report:**
“Synthetic trajectories obtained by matching longitudinal data” (online publication on website of *Office of Disability, Aging, and Long-Term Care Policy, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services*. HS, 8/10/2015).

**John Yinger** – Trustee Professor

**Articles:**


John Yinger – Trustee Professor

Articles: (continued)


“It’s Elementary” Monthly Columns:
December: Income Sorting
November: In Memory of Wallace Oates
October: Catching Up on California
September: The Renter Effect, Part 3: Policy Implications
August: The Renter Effect, Part 2: Evidence
July: The Renter Effect, Part 1: Explanation
April: Unequal Access to Good Schools in New York State
Public Affairs

Allan Mazur – Professor

Articles:


“A Biosocial Model of Status in Face-to-face Groups.” *Evolutionary Perspectives on Social Psychology.* 303-315.

“Testosterone and Homicide among Young Men.” *Neurobiology of Men's Mental Health.* 177-186.
Cecilia Green – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Book Review:**

Madonna Harrington Meyer – Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor for Teaching Excellence, Professor

**Article:**

Prema Kurien – Professor

**Book Chapter:**

Andrew London – Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**

**Andrew London** – Professor

**Articles:** (continued)


**Amy Lutz** – Associate Professor

**Article:**


**Yingyi Ma** – O’Hanley Faculty Scholar, Associate Professor

**Book Chapters:**


**Articles:**


Jennifer Karas Montez – Assistant Professor

**Articles:**


**Guest Co-Editor for Journal Special:**
Special Issue of *Social Science & Medicine* entitled, “Educational Attainment and Adult Health: Contextualizing Causality.” 127 (1). (with Esther Friedman).

Jackie Orr – Associate Professor

**Article:**
“Enchanting Catastrophe: Magical Subrealism and BP’s Macondo.” *Catalyst: Feminism, Theory, Technoscience*. 1 (1).

Gretchen Purser – Assistant Professor

**Book Review:**

Rebecca Schewe – Assistant Professor

**Articles:**


Rebecca Schewe – Assistant Professor

Articles: (continued)

Merril Silverstein – Marjorie Cantor Endowed Professor in Aging

Articles:


“Older parents who coreside with their sons at the end of life in rural China: The role of earlier intergenerational exchanges.” *Canadian Journal of Aging*. 34: 331- 341. (with Z. Cong).


Janet Wilmoth – Professor

Book Chapter:
Janet Wilmoth – Professor (continued)

Articles: